
 

 

 

 

A Collection of Testimonials from The Yoga Lab Staff 
 

 

Can you identify what happened for you inside TYL that contributed to where 
you are now as a teacher? 

 

I think a really big part of it was being encouraged to explore, develop and teach my own 

authentic work... to discover my own authentic voice. Not being asked to fit into a particular 

box or form. To be working with/in a group of incredibly talented individuals who were not 

afraid to stand out, to be a little different, to try new things. And having such an incredible 

level of support and having such a great feeling of community and deep connection is 

something I take not only into my teaching but, into my life. I think (and hear) that 

connection/community between teachers is often really missing in the yoga scene. I had an 

interesting conversation recently with a teacher in Auckland. She was saying something 

along the lines of how she misses being a student and thinks about doing more training to 

be once again part of a community/group, and deepen her knowledge and experience. I feel 

that is something that has had a massive impact for me from The Yoga Lab. Being part of a 

group who have a drive (individual and collective) to keep delving deeper, exploring. 

Training keeps happening in life, every day and having support, encouragement, inspiration 

from others who are on the same journey is amazing. 

 

 

There was something driving me to make contact with The Yoga Lab, I think it was an 

openess to research and integrating ideas - I almost sniffed a mind/body utopia. In terms of 

the first women's workshop in Dec 2014 - it was the safety net of the percentages/ the size/ 

and for me something about a yoga studio and the acknowledgement of the spiritual. So i 

felt safe to try something really challenging for myself - and something really new in the 

melbourne 5Rhythms scene. And then in continuing - it was really all about Camilla - and her 

curiosity/belief/like mindedness/ willingness to try women's and kids' 5Rhythms and a 

committment to research and the cross pollination of ideas. 

 

 

The Yoga Lab for me was a place of validation, self-confirmation, self-development and 

empowerment. I had been working for myself prior to joining the lab and so had been 

answerable only to myself. In that space the validity of your work becomes hazy and, with 

only your students feedback to guide you, doubt inevitably sets in. Is the way I teach 

effective? Is it yoga? Am I any good in this role? When I was accepted as a teacher for the 

yoga lab it was like my work over that year prior had been validated. There was something to 

my offering that was visible, not only to the public but to my peers and teachers. Having 



someone believe in you is one of the most empowering things a person can experience. 

That is what the yoga lab was to me. It saw me even when I couldn’t see myself. It saw my 

potential and was prepared to let me fall and stuff up and fail because it understood that’s 

all a part of it, a part of growing, of becoming. It also opened me up to a network of 

teachers and facilitators that where of a like mind. My time at the Lab reinforced my 

confidence, my ownership, the belief I have in my work and myself. 

 

 

Can you identify a process perhaps? 

The genuine encouragement from the director to try shit out, be authentic, explore my own 

work was kind of like a seed I guess. And the level of ongoing loving support has been 

invaluable to not only my teaching but in my personal life too. Developing deeper 

connections, meeting for social gatherings, developing friendships and breaking down the 

sense of competition, which I think can be very present in the yoga scene. 

 

I keep coming back to this idea of ongoing inquiry in the mind-body realm as being 

something that was a common thread/ or a 'driving' force/ curious unravelling for us all - 

under the stewardship of Camilla/ The Yoga-Lab. There is something very feminine about 

getting a glimpse into everyone's world through their teaching... it is about seeing the world 

form their perspective, standing in their shoes for a moment - as a way to create 

compassion/ connections and as a way of building the group. 

 

  

Can you identify some key learnings from working inside The Yoga Lab, being a 
part of the TYL family and things unique to Lab Life.  

- Authenticity is key to offering a great experience 

- Trying out new stuff and sometimes falling is a vital part of growth 

- It’s ok to be different/stand out 

- How valuable it is to be part of a community 

- The power of owning my uniqueness 

- Let your curiosity get the better of you 

- The importance of language 

	  
	  
A friend/colleague/5Rhythms student just recently told me that I am very disciplined... and 

its something i didn't know about myself, so I am really trying to understand what she 

meant... but actually it's popped up in relation to TYL now that I think about WHAT was TYL 

- and I wonder if it's something about our discipline/integrity. So for me my discipline is not 

in going by the book - but in that ongoing practice showing up, rigorously researching on 

the dance floor, aligning to other systems in order to deepen my own practice/discipline... 

but all with a lightness of curiosity and play. 

 

Gabrielle Roth asked "do you have the discipline to be a free spirit?" which is such a great 

great quote and I think it sums up my experience at TYL: commitment, support, integrity and 

rigorous research and discipline in order to be free. 
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